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NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS

(For the attention of equity shareholders of the Company)

Sub.: Transfer
of Equity

Shares of the Company

to Investor Education and

Protection
Fund (IEPF) authority.
This Notice is published pursuant to the provisions of Section 124(6) of the Companies Act, 2013 (the Act) read with the

Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules, 2076 as amended from time

to time (‘the Rules’),which, inter alia, provide that all the shares in respect of which dividend has not been claimed by the
shareholder(s)
for seven consecutive years or more, (herein after referred as “concerned shareholders”)
are to be transferred to
the account of the IEPF Authonty.

In compliance

with the said rules, the Company

has,

by its letter dated 06° August,

2020,

sent to all the concerned

shareholders al their registered address, informed them that their shares are now due to be transferred to the IEPF Authority. Full

details of such shareholders including their folio number or DPID/Glient |D, unencashed dividends and the shares liable to be
transferred

to IEPF

authority

are

also

made

available

in the

“investors”

section

on

the

website

of the

Company,

viz.

www. jenburkt.com

In case Company does nat receive any valid claim for dividend from the concemed shareholders by 05" November, 2020, the
Company shall with a view to comply with the requirements set out in the said Rules, initiate necessary steps, without further

notice, to lransfer the shares held by the concerned shareholders
to the Demal account of the JEPF Authority by the due date as.

per the procedure stipulated in the said Rules.

The shareholders may further note that the details as made available by the Company on its website should be regarded as

and shall be deemed to be adequate notice in respect of issue of new share certificate(s) by the Company for the purpose of

transfer of shares to JEPF Authority in compliance of the said Rules. Please note that no claim shall lie against the Company in

respect of unclaimed dividend amountand shares transferred to |EPF Authority pursuant to the Rules,
Shareholders

may

also

note

that both the unclaimed

dividend

and

corresponding

shares

transferred to IEPF Authority

including all benefits accruing on such shares, if any, can be claimed back by them from IEPF Authority after follawing tha
procedure prescribed under the Rules which are available on the website, www ieplqow.in.
For any query information(clarification on the above matter, shareholders are requested to contact the Company's Registrar
and Share Transfer Agent, M/s. Bigshare Services Pvt. Lid., Unit: Jenburkt Pharmaceuticals Ltd., 1 Floor, Bharat Tin Works
Building, Next to KEYS Hotel, Marol Maroshi Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 059. India. Tel No: #91-22-62638200,
e-mail: ujatai@bigshareoniine.com,

For Jenburkt Pharmaceuticals Limited
Mumbai, 6" August, 2020

Sdi-

Ashish R. Shah

Company Secretary
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